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ADVERTISING

CLASSIFIED
RATES: 7c per w,ord, 20 word I?ini..
mum ( $1.40) per hme run. If ad IS. to
run five or more consecutive days With
no changes the rate is reduced to 5c
per word and the minimum number of
words to 10.

WHERE: Journalism Building. Room
205J afternoons preferably or mail.
Classified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

TERMS: Payment must be made in fu]) prior to insertion of ndvcrtiscment

1)

5)

PERSONALS

RIDE EAST COAST FO.R TWO n~e~ed
first week in June. Wlll share dr1vmg
and expenses. Cnll 266-4196. 5/19
PEOPLE COME TOGETHER, learn nb?ut
homosexuality, bisexuality, pn.nsexual1ty.
Friday, 3~5 PM, Amistad Honors
Lounge, 5/14
RESIDENTS HALLS COUNCIL OFFERS
three $300 tuitions to. be . awarded ~
students planning to llvc m the Rest..
dence Halls. For information call 2775578 or 277-3695. 5/18
FREE UNLIMITED SPECIAL: conversation, alt~rnatives, friendly people. information
referrals, and coffee. At
Agora, N.w. corner Mesa Vista. 2'77a013. 5/H
NOTICE: ALL CLASSIFIED ADS must
be in l)y 3 p.m. to run the following day.

2)

LOST&FOUND,

LOST WEDNESDAY MORNING in
Popejoy, small red dog with green eyes~
Please call Barbara, 277·4294. 5/17
FOUND in Hokono Courtyard: High
School Ring, Ladies. Snntingo liigh,
1969. Initials B.J.W. Owner may claim
nt Journalism Bldg, Rm. 205.
GRAY MALE CAT, part siamese, with
blue eyes-has worn collar-none on
now, 298-3882, 5/19
FOUND: SLIDE RULE, found in Science
Lecture hall. 277-4589. 5/19
LOST: LONG·H:..A.::I:.::R.::E:..D:.:.....cS_IA_M_E_S_E::-.-i-n
vicinity of UNM, call 277-2966. 5/18
LOST: ').1. INCH RED AND gold turtle
pin. Southwest aren of campus. Sentimental value. Phone: 298-1772. 6/14

3)

SERVICES

RIDERS BACK HERE from East Coast
for Fall semester. Save ad. Contact me
nfter August 1st. Dick Kisluk, Coa Lane
Ansonia, Conn. 5/14
DRAFI'ING: CURVES, graphs, electromechr ink, peneil or plastic. After 6
and weekends. Mozer, 268-1258. 5/17
WATER COLOR PAINTING and drawing
N.M. lnndscn.pe with experienced tC"acher/artist. Reasonable foo, June, July,
August sessions. Contnet Brnce Childs for
information. 1200 Wilmoore S.E. Tel:
243-3393. 6/17
PASSPORT, NATURALIZATION, cnpplic.ation or identification photos, fast, and
inexpensive. Ncar UNl\1. Either call
265-2444, or come to 1717 Girard N.E.
5/6
.

4)

FORRENT

Scheduled to speak May 16 at
7:il0 p.m. at the First United

EMPLOYMENT

CIMARRONCITA RANCH CA111PS in
need of office help. Must type and take
dictation, but vast experience not neces..
sary. Camp dates June 10-August 2.
Cnll 242-0634 or 242-4454. 2/20
TEACHERS WANTED. S.W. and West.
S.W. Teachers' Agency, 1303 Central
N.E. Albuquet·que. Our 25th yenr. 5/21
ALASKA CAI.~J.,!'ING 1 Con:Struction, oil,
fishing, cannery, ten:crying, gov't, S!Jmmer jobs: cost of hvmg; further mfo
sources. $3 cnsh or M.O. for second
edition. Jobs In Alaska, Box 1566, An ..
chornge 99501. 5/14
LADlES l Need a summer job 7 Meet :People while you earn. Work where you live.
For information, calll Pat, 5293. 5/17

7)

derson; State Sen. John P. Eastham (R-Bern.), Senate minority
leader; and Sen. Tibo J. Chavez
(D-Val.), Senate majority leader.
The public is invited to the
meeting, last of four in a seminar.

Presbytet·ian Church, Locust at
Copper NE, are: ,
Former Gov. David F. Cargo
and Att'y Gen'l David Norvell,
rumored candidates fo1· the seat
now held by Sen Clinton P. An•

1967 CHEVY NOVA stationwagon, air
conditioned, new tires, radio; $1000. 2688245. 5/14
BLUE JEAN BELLS in all sizes. Now at
Lobo Men's Shop, 2l20 Central SE.

6)

Two potential candidates for a
U.S. Senate seat and two state
legislative leaders will exchange
ideas on the status of democracy
Sunday in a panel discussion
sponsored by an Albuquerque
church.
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the original uncut version

·:!tllnuututtt
1406 Eubank NE

298-4296

By CAROLYN BABB

Nose Route up El
Capitan Mt. at Yosemite

Ques.tions
answered
after show

50¢

ATTENTION
June Graduates

Photo by Ed Scobie

MUST HAVE RETAIL

Final Touch

EXPERIENCE IN MEN'S
APPAREL OR SHOES
.,._
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Demonstrators put a· finishing
touch on the wilderness barricade
blocking access to a swath cleared
for construction of the Ellis Loop
road.

Thomas Anzures

liE WOULD §WliM TlKE MKGlnTY OCEAN

P.O. Box 2047

ftor a

Milwaukee, Wis. 53201

PAMPERED MAIDEN_

law," said Bardin.

Some 30 demonstrators,
including UNM students, at least
one UNM faculty member, and
two or three small children went
ahead and planted two trees that
were brought to the site by

l'Jore::,:":~:.~:~:lisls
265-5901

AFilm bY Ernie PII11Dfl

ASUNM FILM COMMITTEE

l'holo by Pat McArdle

Ground breaking

tires" rear wJndow defroster, undercoat..
ing. $2895. 255-1711. 5/14

CONVERTIBLE, CLEAN 1960 Comet.
. $1000. 242-5226 & 242·1076. 5/19
BRAND NEW YAMAHA 12-atring wlth
hard·shell case. $160.00. 277-257J.• 5/17

· · Page ·s '

A horticulturist lifts his pick to
dig a hole for planting an
unauthorized tree at the Ellis
Loop road "Walk-in."

U Governance Committee
Gives Report on Tenure

valuabl~

1969 HONDA CL-90. Excellent condition.
$215.00. 277-2571.
l\1UST SELL CHEVY IMPALA 65, factorY air, exceDent condition. $875. Call
265·0513. 5/19
1970 OPEL G.T., 102 H.P., 4·speed. burglar
nlarm., 4 new :Polyglaa tires plus 2 snow

Barricade
After the 25 or more trees were
planted (most under two feet
tall), and watered with handfuls
of snow they were immediately
baptized a number of times by the
dogs people had brought along on
the outing. The planters then
began to drag large trees from the
forest edge, some of which had
been cut down to clear the
highway path. With 20 to 30
. people needed to carry a tree the
protestors built a barricade
between the newly planted trees
and the present road "to do
something to delay the road and
to protect the recently planted
"forest" in the strip."
About 20 people actually
walked the strip to show their
opposition to the proposed
highway. After the majority of
the protestors had left around
mid·afternoon, a small group
pulled up a forest sign, placing it
in front of their new "f0rest." At
the bottom of the sign were the
words: DO NOT CUT GREEN
TREES

Under the Secretary of
Agriculture's rulings in the U.S.
Conservation Code, Title 16 deals
with Protection of a National
Forest, rules and regulations. By
these rules failure to obtain a
special use permit results in a
trespass citation, because
trespassing is defined as carrying
on work without a permit .
Language Charge
Demonstrators could also have
been cited under the eode for
planting uninspected trees, using
inflammatory language,
obstructing a ranger, and
improper tree·planting methods
among others .
The forest service did not show
up in uniform, however, and no
citations were issued to those who
plan ted trees.

Among the groups represented
at ' 1 Walk-in" were the New
Mexico Wilderness Study
Committee, New Mexico
Penalties
Mountain Club (NMMC),
Bordin, speaking to the crowd Albuquerque Wildlife and
about the time of the first Conservation Association, New
planting, said he .hoped there Mexico Citizens for Clean Air and
would be no violation of the Water, Sierra Club, Zero
forest regulations a;1d informed Population Growth, UNM
the planters of the possible Mountain Club, and Friends of
penalties of their actions,
the Earth.

Enrollment Limitation Hits UNM

Free hstimatcs

unprocessed trace minerals. $3,50 for 50
lbs. Call 268-9206.

COMPLETE LINE OF LIGHTWEIGHT
foods !or outdoorsmen-Rich-111oor and
Wilsoh brands-Introductory snle: less
10%. 5/21

The transplants were described
by the planters as ones which
would not ordinarily have
survived, "trees that are too close
together, or being crushed by a
log or too close to a large tree."

"Anyone who plants a tree
could be charged under the
Destruction of a National Forest,"
he said, "We want to emphasize
our opposition to the Ellis Loop
highway project. A highway can
be built, a forest can't." Bardin
also said a symbolic green
cardboard tree with a highway
painted down the middle would
be planted in the place of the live
seedlings.

New Policy Keeps Increases at 9 Per Cent

NEW RCA TV portable $76. Must sell.
Call Rich 842-8210. 5/19
1964 HARLEY SPORSTER. 268-3086. 5/17
SKI BOOTS SIZE 10, almost new. $50,
Call Charles Hughes, 243-0995. 5/17
C0111PLETELY ORGANIC FERTILIZER

JUST RECEIVED 5 new component systems. These systems have AF-FM mnlti•
plex tuners with blackout dial nnd stereo
S-track player. Also comes complete with
Ja.rge delu:x: Garrard changer and separ...
ate boxed·in speakers. $110.96 each or
terms. United Freight Sales, 3920 San
Mateo N.E., Open 9 to 9. 5/10

individuals and other trees that
were dug up from the surrounding
forest.

Repair & :>laintcnancc
on all foreign cars

FIVE NEW STEREO amplifiers with AMFM multiplex tuner and 4·speakcr systEm. Has inputs for tape and phono.
$69.95 or terms. United Freight Sales,
3920 San 111ateo, open ~ to 9. 4/5
1971 SINGER SEWING MACHINES.
never been used. (7) fully equipped to
zig-zag, make buttonholes, etc. This is n.
first time offer and they will go fnst nt
$49.95 apiece. We have threaded them
for your inspection. United Freight
Sales, 3920 San llrateo, o:Pen 9 lo 9. 3/29
SUMMER SHIRTS-many colored T-shirta,
sleeveless, and strinp; knits. $1.50 to
S12.00. Lobo Men's' Shop, 2120 Central
SE.

-Not manure or compost. Has

The Forest Service failed to
carry through with its threats of
arrest and imprisonment when
about 30 of 200 protestors of the
proposed Ellis Loop Forest
Highway, who gathered Saturday
morning on the east side of the
Sandias, turned the walk·in
demonstration into a "plant-in"
by transplanting over two dozen
trees and a Forest Service sign
onto one of the strips cleared for
the road.
The organizers of the walk·in,
Gerald and Shela Bardin, said
they had expected a bigger
turn-out but felt the Forest
Service had scared many people
off with misdemeanor threats.
The demonstration was originally
planned as a plant-in but was
changed to a walk·in after the
Forest Service announced they
would issue citations which
carried penalties of $500 or six
months in jail for anyone planting
a tree without a permit.
Responsibility
The Bordins brought 100 fir
tree seedlings to the walk·in but
did not give them out on advice of
counsel who said the Bordins
could be held legally responsible
for the actions of the planters if
they distributed the trees.
11
We also have a corporate
responsibility to all the groups
who supported us and whose
names we used, not to break the

.

-

-

.

fails to Arrest Protestors in Ellis Loop Incident

SLIDE SHOW
May qth S:oo PM

EXPEDITIONS: Serious groups depart
July 6 & Sept. 14 for 6 or 10 weeks to
photogr&Ph & observe Hfe in a remote
Mayan village, or to explore and study
Mnynn Central America to Panama.
Costs $420 to $740. Details: Doka Expeditions, Inc., 2329 Saernmento, Suite
1, San Francisco 94115, 5/14
WANTED TO BUY: Men's or ladies 10
speed bicycle. Evenings-255-2151. 5/19
WANTED-FURNISHED within walking
distance of U.N.M. One bedroom apt.
$50-$100 per month or two bedroom
house or apt. $50-$125 :Per month. Call
Bonnie 242-0407, 5/14

--... ..............,

Forest Se~'Allows 'Plant-In'

OJbulrt

FORSALE

AMPEX CASSETTE STEREO, 5 months
old, S150 new. AL<o 30 blank laPC'l.
s1oo? 277-4576. 5/20
m mm
RED 1~61 CORYAIR, runs well, good
price, call 842-8572. 6/20
l'ANASONIC MODULAR STEREO SYSTEM.
C<>mPiete
with
AM-FIIl-FM
stereo multiplex tuner. Solid stnta nm·
plificr with fet. 4 speed ~urntablc with
diamond needle. 4 spPaker ~yst{!lll. Hc:ad
phon<?'l. Bought 9 months ago !or
8249.95. Will sell for 5160.00. Call 2686048. 5/17
WEDDING GOWN. Elegant, crepe, size
7/8. Veil. Reasonable. Tel: 266-5179.
5/18
1964 TRIUMPH SPITFIRE with three
tops, recently overhauled, $450, 124
Harvard S.E., Apt. 27. 5/18
TELEFUNKEN SPEAKERS, 9 speakers
in each cabinet $80. Sony TC·355 tape
deck $80. New RCA Portable $76. Must
sell. Call Rich 842-8210.
THREE NEW 1971 stereo consoles complete with large delux Gerrard changer
and 4..gpcaker system. $87.50 each or
terms. United Freight Sales, 3920 San
Mateo, open 9 to 9, 4/5

_.

--.......

unseen for 35 years

MISCELLANEOUS

Nunn-Bush Shoe Co.

FIVE BEDROOMS AND STUDY, near
crunpus, June 10 to August 10, $250/
month ($220 with yardwork), 277-3243
or 247-8967. 5/18
FURNISHED ROOMS FOR RENT, Women students. UNM Summer Session.
E'·ening meal provided. 265-2188. 5/21
SUJI!MER SUBLET-3 bedroom bouse near
UNM-265·3212 niter 6. 5/17

5)

FORSALE

Politicians Discuss Status of Democracy

..--....._J~,

May 16
6:00 S:OQ 10:00 PM

0

SOMETHING SPECIAL!)
BLUEJAY
World famous fire eater
wz l perform his death defying act
at each and every 8how.

SUB Theatre

50¢ w/ID
ASUNM Film Co.mmittec

Jit.!qRaEL

1

11~1~~~'/l~t!!l~! 1:~~:~ 'I~~~~~~ /l~ ~ 1111 !l~~~l! \li:l

All elfll:lrolllc mauaz1n11 111 llmllltcan pop CUIIilro Wl1hl'laslles ltV:

Paul Krass nor· Richard PJYor. The Ace Trucking Company· Lenny Bruce· Joan Baoz ·Rhinoceros
Ron Carey. Tuli Kuplerberg · Sha·Na·Na ·Allen Ginsberg· Leona1d Cohen· Malcolm X· Potor Mill(

1

D'RD JoJ!);,~El\1101\

May 14 & 15
6:00

8:00

10:00 PM

SUB Theatre

50¢ w/ID
ASUNM Film Committee
NEW MEXICO LOBO

A suggestion that student recommendations, printed in a
opinion be considered a "major booklE>t, would be "widely
factor" in decisions concerning circulated" to students and
faculty promotions, faculty members.
reappointments and tenure was
The report called for formal
among organizational changes recogt1ition of student opinion "a
presented by the Committee on major factor in decisions
University Governance in their concerning promotions,
final report,
reappointment and tenure."
The committee presented their
Departments
final report to the UNM Regents
'fhe report said student
Saturday and then was officially participation in faculty promotion
disbanded. The joint decisions and in the tlevelopmcnt
student-faculty - administration of "courses and curricula" would
committee was created by the "be most effective at the
Regents in January, 1970.
departmental level."
The committee's report also
The ombudsman, pattemed
proposes a campus ombudsman, after similar offices in many large
an all-University Community universities, would seek "informal
Council advisory to the president solution of problems or
and urges codification of grievances.'' The ombudsman
University regulations, and sets up could recommend changes in
the mechanics of three judiciary University regulations, submit
bodies,
reports to judicial boards, and if
No Action
he does not "betray a confidence"
The Regents took no fot·mal
may publish the findings of his
action on the report but Calvin informal inquiries.
Horn, president of the board, said
"The ombudsman fits well into
they will discuss the items over the needs of the University. It is
the summer. Ed Hoyt, chairman an idea that is catching on at
of the Governance Committee, universities across the country,"
said t.he committee's said Hoyt.

Monday/ May 17, 1971

The UNM Board of Regents said while he believes a good
adopted a policy Umiting in-state/out-of -state mix enriches
enrollment for the coming fall the educational experience, he
semester at their meeting would rather cut off non-resident
Saturday.
students at 13 per cent than turn
The policy, submitted by UNM away large numbers of New
President Ferrel Heady, holds Mexico residents.
UNM to an increase of nine per
"We're just following the
cent over last fall's trend," he said. "We're not setting
enrollment-making a total it."
student population of about
Heady said many colleges have
18,500 for semester I, 1971-72, set quotas for non·resident
he said.
students at a minimum of 20 per
Whily Heady had no estimate cent of the total enrollment.
of how many potential students
Aeross the country, said Heady,
will have to be turned away from colleges expect to turn away
UNM next fall, he said "I don't about 50,000 qualified students
think the Regents should adopt - because of enrollment limitations
the policy unless they realize it this year.
will have to be enforced against
Closed Classes
some New Mexico students this
Because of crowding at UNM
time around."
this year, said Chester Travelstead,
In order to maintain the vice president for academic
present in-state/out - of·state mix affairs, "We had students by the
of students (13-14 per cent hundreds-literally hundreds-who
ou t·of·state ), Heady asked the couldn't get any classes they
Regents for "an understanding" wanted."
that no more out-of-state
At the same meeting, the
applicants will be accepted this Committee on Uhiversity
year until July 1-the application Governance submitted its report
deadline.
Enough Now
He said the Office ot
Admissions and records already
has accepted enough non·resident
students to make about a 15 per
cent mix now.
Once all the in-state students
who will attend UNM next year
Several proposed allocations to
have been admitted, students ca lnpus organizations were
hom other states· will be incorrectly reported in Friday's
considered.
Lobo story on ASUNM President
In accepting non-residents after Ken White's budget
July 1, the Admissions Office will recommendatiorts.
try to allow for students who have
Under White's proposals,
been accepted but will not show Chi callo studies would receive
up for registration, he said.
$2950 and Kiva Club would
Regents President Calvin Horn receive $4885.

and recommendations. The report
is the product of almost 15
months of meetings and
discussions with students, faculty
and administrators (see related
article, this page).
'
Also on the Regents' agenda
were contracts for remodeling the
old Law Building, drilling a water
well at the corner of Girard Blvd.
and C'ampus Rd., installation of
air conditionirtg units in Marron,
Mitchell and Bandelier halls and
an architectural contract for a
radiation therapy unit at
Bernalillo County Medical Center.
Hanna Plumbing Co. received
the contract for the well.
Henderson Construction Co.
received the contract for the Law
Building remodeling, and approval
of the contract for the air
conditioners was held up until the
nel!:t meeting.
Fla tow, Morrre, Bryan and
Fairburn will design the radiation
therapy unit.
Faculty contracts and requests
for sabbaticals and leaves for
research were also approved.

Lobo Goofs Up Budget Story
Spyrs would be given $60;
Agora would be given $2613; the
Poetry Series would receive
$3000; NROTC would receive
$344; Women's Coordinating
Centel' would receive $1000; a11d
the Clinical Law Pt·ogram would
receive $6500.
The Lobo t·egt·ets the t>rt·or~.

•

U Physicist Researching Planets
By CAROLYN BABB
Q. Is homesteading still possible in New Mexico-under
what conditions and where? J. S.
A. Jim Mitchell, a realty specialist with the Albuquerque
district of the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) said
homesteading in New Mexico is very minutely possible. The
Homestead Act is still in effect but economic and water
conditions make land occupation next to impossible. A
160-acre homestead couldn't possibly provide a living in New
The Committee on University Governance
opm10n may ·be one of the "useful and Mexico today if it could be cultivated and did have water.
has submitted its final report to the Regents.
appropriate" sources of information on a The purpose of the Homestead Act was to settle the West. If
good farming land with water could be found the
Among its suggestions for streamlining
faculty member's teaching ability.
University procedures is the
It qualified the statement by saying that homesteader would have to be the head of a family, or
recommendation that student opinion
"in the absence of a reliable system for 21-years-old and a citizen of the United States (or who has
become "a major factor" in assigning faculty
student evaluation, this method needs to be filed his intention to become a citizen) or he must be a
promotions, tenure and reappointment. 1
used with great care." The other three person owning and residing on land next to the land he
Calling "imperative" a system of student
criteria are less within the students' purview: wishes to homestead. His total acreage after homesteading
evaluation of the quality of teaching, this
research, service in the University cannot exceed 160 acres, however. Otherwise, if you can find
idea is the most innovative proposed.
some unsurveyed public lands (agricultural and
community and personal characteristics.
It is a needed innovation. Student
The assignation of tenure makes no unappropriated) and are qualified-good luck.
participation in determining the curriculum,
provision for student opinion.
Q. How can I find the phone number of the Brown
and more importantly, in determining who
Long the doom crier, The Lobo predicts Berets? Some other means to get in touch with them if no
should teach that curriculum is haphazard at
faculty opposition to the measure. The phone? M.D.
this University. A few departments have
arguments that students will be duped by a
A. There doesn't seem to be any Brown Berets in New
initiated their own teacher evaluation and
grandstanding lecturer and their opinion Mexico. The minister of information for the Black Berets,
student government has tried, with limited
uneducated will be trotted out. It can be Santiago Maestas, said the national office of the Brown
success, to do so for the last few years.
true, but need not be if students get rid of Berets has no chapter in Albuquerque. The Chicano Youth
The possibility of using student opinion is
the ideas college is to entertain.
Association does wear brown berets, but are not a Brown
not now excluded from the faculty
This proposal if adopted by the Regents Beret organization. The distinction between the Black and
promotion critique. The faculty handbook,
and backed either wil~ingly or grudgingly by Brown Berets seems to be no more than that they have
in describing criteria for faculty
the faculty will make this University, a different names and leaders. Maestas said they are moving in
appointment and promotion, says st~dent
responsive teaching University.
the same direction and believe in the same things. He urges
anyone who claims to have been harassed or brutalized by
the police or by any government organization to call the
Black Berets at 242-7542 or to come to 1202 4th S.W. for
help. The office is open from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. and meetings
are held every Tuesday at 7: 30 p.m. The Black Berets also
offer free clothing and have recently taken over the
administration of the Free Clinic.
Q. Why is it when some of my friends have been arrested
for possession of drugs they are charged with possessing less
than they actually had? What happens to the rest? J. C. P.
A. Sometimes the amounts are reduced in order to be able
to charge the person with possessing one ounce or less of
marijuana, the penalty for a first offense is "only" a
misdemeanor-up to $1000 in fines or up to one year in the
county jail or both (it appears to be easier to get a conviction
and sentence under this "lesser" charge than if the person
were charged with possessing any narcotic drug, including
marijuana, for which the first offense carries penalties of
$2000 and 2-10 years.
Lt. Benjamin Ray of Albuquerque Police Dept.
community relations said all drugs confiscated are turned
over as evidence (however, several officers and ex-officers
have reported to me that confiscated beer, etc., does not
always go to waste-the same applying to joints taken when
no arrest is made).
·
"Well, don't just float there-do something!"
Q. Is it possible for the state of New Mexico to freeze
water rights on private property without retribution to the
property owners?
A. Again, from Jim Mitchell of the BLM, the situation in
New Mexico with its arid climate is such that all waters are
under an appropriation doctrine whereby all waters in use at
the time New Mexico became a state are considered
•
appropriated by the state. You can drill a well for domestic
basis are not simple. For example,
By ROGER CALDWELL
Also, one must not forget that use (for a household), but not for irrigation or farming
mechanization, fertilizer, over half the world population is
Asst. Professor of
pesticides and irrigation all require already undernourished; to purposes, because the state has to ration its water supply and
Plant Pathology
those ~ndians and settlers who were already using waters at
heavy
capital expenditures and are provide the existing population
Reprinted from the
therefore
difficult
to
apply
in
less
the
time of our statehood have first priority and
Arizona Daily Wildcat
with proper nutrition would
developed countries.
require roughly a doubling of appropriation. So, with more detailed information on the
In addition, where these current food production.
We often hear that future
situation the answer seems to be yes.
generations may be faced With expenditures have been applied, a
Population Control
famine. We have been hearing this further widening of the gap
Q. What exactly is Agora? I see the name a lot on campus
NaturE> is able to control
for many years, and we have between wealthy landowners and populations through territorial but I am unsure what the function of this group is. J. 0.
alw.ays managed to increase the farms has been observed.
demand, habitat and environment,
A. Arnold Padilla, 1970-71 student director of Agora
Intensive Management
food supply as total population
stress of overcrowding, food
increased.
By intensive management, on a supply and predators. In man, one described it as a 24-hour contact center where a person ca~
Philip Hauser, director of the world-wide basis, both land used of the most effective controls, cal~ or go to talk t? someone of his own peer group. The
Population Research Center of the for cultivation and food from that of disease, has been largely tram~d, non-p~ofesswnal volunteers of Agora will listen, talk
University of Chicago, summed up marine sources could be doubled. reduced in the last 30 years. We and mteract w1th anyone who calls or comes to their center
the feelings of many when he While sometimes discussed have not applied equal efforts for
stated "Given the present enthusiastically, food from birth control as for death control. at the north end of Mesa Vista. Problems can range from the
outlook, only the faithful who petroleum, algae or cellulose will
In summary, it can be said the everyday to the most serious. If the person needs and wants
believe in miracles from heaven, not be significant in providing for earth is only so big; it is obvious other help they are referred to other service groups or
the optimistic who anticipate world food needs.
that population cannot be allowed professionals.

NASA Project Plans to Launch Craft in 1976-80

editorial

Student Critique Needed Innovation

commentary

Upped Food Production Hard to Achieve

super wonders from science, the
prodigial fortunate who think
they can continue to exist on
islands of affluence in a sea of
world poverty and the naive who
anticipate nothing, can look to
the future with equanimity."
Higher Yields
In the United States, increases
in food production have been
achieved primarily from higher
yields. By using more fertilizer,
new plant varieties, pesticides,
irrigation and improved
machinery, yield in our country
has doubled in the last 30 years.
H is technically possible to
increase yields in similar manner
in the less developed coutltries,
but these increases on a practical

r~l\5~

The "green revolution" is not
the panacea that some want to
think. Through extensive plant
breeding programs, new wheat
and rice varieties have been
developed that are more adapted
to certain tropical conditions.
These varieites produce high yield
with proper cultural practices and
when properly treated with
fertilizers.
'Something Sacrificed'
However, when high yeilds are
attained, often something else
must be sacrificed, such as plant
disease resistance or nutritional
benefits. While some of the new
varieites are high yielding and
nutritious, they are not accepted
quickly by persons in less
developed countries.

to increase without control
forever. The population will of
necessity be limited by natural
causes and effects, such as
diseases, famine, pollution, war or
stress Unless man is able to control
it himself in a more humane
manner.
Theoretically, famine is not
inevitable, but in practical terms it
would be foolish to discount the
possibility; estimates for world
famine range from 1975 to 2000,
with many knowledgeable people
accepting that famine will occur
in some areas within that time.
It therefore seems very evident
that we must strive to increase
food production while at the same
time begin to control population
growth.

Q. I really don't hate dogs-! like dogs, but some of them
are bothersome and I don't know what to do. What do you
do about loose dogs? S. R.
A. I usu_ally turn my great stud of a male Siamese loose on
them, but 1f loos~ dogs are defacing your lawn, chasing your
pets or threatenmg to carry off your children call the
Albuquerque Animal. Control Center at 842-7907 (after
hours 243·77?1). Sect10n seven of the city ordinances refers
to t~e res~ramt of dogs. Dogs must be restrained on the ·
prem1se~, t1ed or chained, or by a fence or kept on a leash. If
the Am.mal Control Ce!"lter cannot catch a dog they will
foll?w 1t h.ome . and c1te t~e owner with violatingd the
ordu;ance ($10. fme) .. They Will also ask if the dog has been
vaccmated, wh10h 1s another $10 fine if he hasn't been.
Owners whose wandering dogs are taken to the center are
ch~ged $4 for the first day plus $1 a day thereafter to get
therr beloved pets back home again.
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Children's Art

An exhibition of elementary
school children's art was held
Thursday evening in the education
building. The media used included
macrame, wire and water color.
Sarah Wider,' a sixth grader, sold a
wire sculpture to one of the
fraternities.

Meeting Explores Proposal
For New UNM Bookstore

!'

Something will soon be done discussed during the meeting. In
for students who find themselves planning the new bookstore
hopelessly lost every time they methods will be devised to bette;
walk in the bookstore.
control the shoplifting, the
McKinley Nance, building reselling of stolen items and
programmer, held a meeting stealing of belongings of st~dents
recently with students, faculty
while they are shopping.
administration and staff to discus~
The group considered problems
plans for a proposed new found in the present bookstore
bookstore.
and objectives to be met in the
The students had many planning of a new facility.
criticisms regarding the operation Included in the objectives were:
of the present bookstore. They reading consultations; stolen book
complained that students arc a recovery; paper cutters, hole
captured market, and that the punchers and typewriters available
books are too expensive. They felt ·for general use; lockers for book
the present layout was confusing storage while shopping; and
and required too much running provisions of cassettes, special
around, said Nance.
clothing and engineering
Another complaint was that instruments.
because there was such poor
Nance added that "an
coordination between the faculty architectural design and a location
and the bookstore in textbook have not yet been determined.
use, the bookstore was always
running out of books.
Security problems were !llso

Colloquium
J. A. Cooper, division
supervisor at Sandia Lab, will
discuss "Lighting and Ball
Lightning-Frontiers for
Research" May 18 at 3 p.m. in
electrical engineering room 201.
The lecture is part of the EE
Colloquium series.

Crafts Sale
The UNM Art Students
Association is sponsoring an Arts
and Crafts Sale May 17 in the
Union Ballroom. Items for sale
include cer.amics, jewelry, prints
and drawings.

By SANDY McCRAW
available for instruments that will
Alan W. Peterson, UNM be necessary co perform these
physicist specializing in zodiacal experiments," Peterson said.
lights caused by dust particles
greatest interest will
will work as a team member in ~ be Peterson's
the
zodiacal
lights. "We'll be
governmel)t project exploring the
to
find
out
how many there
trying
outer planets of the solar system.
are, the distribution in the solar
The "Grand Tour" of the outer
planets will begin "during the system, their properties, sizes,
masses, Hopefully, we'll also find
time period 1976-1980 when the their chemical composition and
outer planets are aligned so that where they came from,"
one can send spacecraft to
TOPS
Jupiter, whip around and go to
The antennae of TOPS will be
Saturn, Pluto, Neptune and 14 feet in diameter, and the entire
Uranus," Peterson said.
machine will be about 50 feet
The craft will make near. across. The instrument pack will
approaches to the planets. It be separated from the power cells
w o u I d carry radio-isotopes to
generate power plus and will be shielded by the body
of the craft. "Radioactive
"instru men tat ion that would particles
can make the
monitor certain things instruments cease to function "
continuously," Peterson said.
Peterson said.
'
The machines and
"Our
group
will
propose
and
instrumentation must be made so
push to have the craft go through
that they can operate for 10 to 12 the Cassini region of Saturn's
years after launch. After the rings. This is a break in the rings
Thermoelectric Outer Planet caused by the gravitational
Spacecraft (TOPS) reaches the perturbation of one of Saturn's
end of the solar system, it will satellites;· ' ~e said.
continue into space.
A computer system will
Deep Space
maneuver the spacecraft. "There
TOPS will send messages for will be a computer aboard that
about 200 astronomical units or will essentially keep house. It will
five times the distance to Pluto
Peterson said.
' te~t instru"?ents periodically, and
will repair them with spare
Energy received from falling instruments or parts."
toward Jupiter will accelerate the
Peterson is the only member of
TOPS in its journey, Peterson the NASA team from New
said.
Ten groups of scientists ;·i.t;~:;- :~fit··-..-!~:':*!.;;;<~ *";'•~-'!- ·,~--~-;~
interested in various phases of the :·-.".~---- ,;·_ .. -·--'/:~----~f-t\ ~--~---,. .
mission will work on the project.
Among aspects explored will be
photographic details of television
·
•
IS Coming to
pictures of the o.uter planets, the
structure of the IOnosphere from
rJ ~
radio signals, properties of
.atmos~here, energetic particles,
generation of radio noise, and
how far out the solar wind goes.
Peterson has been selected to
work with the meteoroid team.
The team will study the zodiacal
light, astroid belt between Mars
Bulb and Fixture
and Jupiter and the intermediate
size body which is larger than dust
15.95 Complete
and smaller than an astroid, he
said.
Planet Dust
34.95
One theory that will be
We
have
a
1oide selection
explored, the physicist said is the
of
1J.Bychodelic
lighting notion that there is a large
thousands
of
poste1·s to
amount of material beyond
Jupiter which was left over from
choose [1·om. Come see ou1·
the planet's formation.
Black Li{fht 1·oom· at HoffPresently, the teams are
ma.n town.
designing experiments for the
Two Locations
craft. After about a year of
435 San .Mateo NE
research, they will submit
256-7241
recommendations for experiments
to be done on the craft.
Hoffman town Shopping
"Hopefully, funding will be
Center
296-0311

Mexico. The scientists were
chosen from 36 institutions in the
U.S. and 10 foreign countries.

Stiff Drink
MUNICH, Germany (UPI)-A
17 -year-old boy, disappointed
ov.e~ a love affair, committed
SUICide. at. a movie theater Friday
by dnnkmg weed-killer mixed
with lemonade, police said. A
spoke_sman said the boy brought
the VIal of poison with him and
bought the lemonade at the
theater.
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Class Rings
llnbelievable. College class
rings that are jewelry/
Rings so stylish, you'd wear
one for the sheer ornamentation of it. It's our antidote
to Establishment rings. On
our man's ring, you have
your choice of degree symbol or fraternity letters.
And the women's rings are
feminine. Just .tor women.
Not scaled-down versions
of the man's model. Come
see them-no obligation.

BankAmericard/Master Charge

CASA LUNA
2004 CENTRAL S.E.

ALL PIZZAS
50c OFF
THE MALL
Shopping Center
2256 Wyoming N.E.
Phone (505} 298·7587

WITH THIS AD'

ON TUESDAYS

THURSDAYS IN MAY
ll:OO A.M.-9:00P.M.
&
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Lower Beef Prices
WASHINGTON (UPI)-The
Agriculture Department predicts
lower cattle prices this summer,
but hog prices likely will go up.
The outlook was for higher
supplies of both pork and bE"ef
this year than last.
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Home of the Latest in Broiled
.. Food
and the Homemade Sweetroll

7:00a.m. 'til Midnight
266~0550

Across ~rom Johnson Gym

2400 Central SE
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Library Refuses Proposal
For J?ineless Return~ D·ay
The Zimmerman library staff
has decided not to hold a free
book day allowing fineless book
returns, because of poor response
when the project was undertaken
before, and conflicts with the library's new circulation system.
The free day was proposed by
1·epresentatives of the College of
Arts and Sciences Student Advisory Board. It would have allowed students and faculty members to return overdue books without having to pay a fine.
"We tried it before and didn't
get many books back," said David
Kelley director of the general library. "If we did it every year
people might just save overdue
books to return them on free
day."
Interference
Kelley also said he disapproved
of the free return day b'ecause it
would interfere with procedures
already set l!P under the new
library circulation system, which
allows an indefinite book loan

Teachers Wanted
SOUTHWEST, ENTffiE WEST
& ALASKA OUR 24 YEAR

Southwest Teachers Agency
1303 Central Ave., N.E.
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
Free Registration - Good Salaries

period. "We have already made
plans to mail out notices to students reminding them to return
books in their possession. A free
book return day would conflict
with the procedures we have set
up."
Student Advisory Board representatives also approached library officials with an idea to
implement an all-University effort to reshelve books. Phil
Crump, chairman of the Advisory
Board, said that he has had to
loon in the "general area" a book
is supposed to be because it's
often not on tht proper spot on
the shelf.
Kelley approved Crump's idea
to solicit student volunteer workers to assist the library staff after final examinations are over.
The student volunteers would
"read shelves" or read book numbers, to help find which books are
in the wrong places. Crump was
asked to organize the volunteers
and submit lists to Kelley of students willing to work.

Talent Wanted
Poets, singers or anyone with
any sort of talent who wishes to
appear in the May 20 "Do Your
Thing Gig," for Fiesta must register by May :14. For information,
call 277·4995.

kapy karner

SIMMS BUILDING

High Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No Limit

247 ' 4406

.
l

Reduction Work-Reduce from any sixe up to 14" by 18" down to 8!12" « 11
~~~~
Computer printouts, engineering drawings, accounting worksheets, organixation
,=~>~a~r"~·~o...ve~r....si~ze~d~p.._•...ri~o~di~ca~l~s...a~nd~bo~o~k~~·.....~~.....~.........~.-..........................~.................A
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SEN. HAROLD HUGHES IN '72
THE UNCOMMON COMMON MAN. HE
ROSE FROM TRUCKDRIVER TO GOVERNOR
OF IOWA TO U.S. SENATOR. NOW HE
CHALLENGES R\CHARD N\XON!
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for information call:
277-5578 or 277-3695

By SUE MAJOR
In the past, president pro
tempore of the ASUNM Senate
has been an "honorary title," but
Pam Powell, who was elected pro
tern last week, thinks "the
position should be more."
Since her election she has
he 1p e d Vice preside 11 t Jack
O'Guinn with committee
appointments and has conducted
an "orientation session" for
recently elected senators. As a
member of the Senate Finance
Committee, she is also working on
the ASUNM general budget which

under the athletic department, she
added.
Intramurals and Recreation was
funded for $10,000 this year, but
the money was frozen and never
spent. Under the defeated budget,
the board would have had the
$10,000 transferred for usc next
year. However, the board also
asked an additional $10,000 "as a
special fund for interest groups
like square dance, folk dance and
teams not funded by the
University," Powell said.
The president pro tempore
takes over in the vice president's
absence and becomes vice
president should he step down.
Senate presently is re·writing.
,Students

defeated the

las~

proposed budget, and Senate must
present another one before
organizations can receive funds
for the next fiscal year.
Powell wants to create a
"harmonious atmosphere in
Senate instead of the hostile
atmosphere which has existed.
"In the past, I admit I had
conflicts with other senators,
especially some minority group
senators. But you need to be
logical and rational and not blow
up. You try to communicate to
other senators why you want a
certain bill."

Pam Powell
from the coordinating center and
they are contacting the sorority
houses," she said.
The biggest problem facing
student government this year will
be settling priorities, Powell said.
"We're going to try to get away
from funding the minority studies
centers-we're trying to get the
administration to realize their
responsibility for the centers. We
need to save the m~mey for other
projects.
In tram urals
"We'd also like to try to get
Intramurals and Recreation Board
straightened out," she said. Senate
would like the board funded

Maintain Communication
Powell plans more informal
meetings among senators because
"if I can work with the senators
and make sure communications
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don't break down, it will help a
lot."
In the orientation session with
the new senators, ''I just told
them what they were in for and
that they are responsible for their
own actions. I told them
especially to be informed on an
issue before they vote-if they are
already interested in a bill, they
can go to the committee meeting,
even if they aren't directly
sponsoring the measuring."
In her opinion, the new Senate
will be "more moderate" but will
have "an open door policy on
legislation.
"The trend in Senate is toward
service organizations which
provide services for the University
community, such as the surnrnN
camp counseling employment
service and the Child Day Care
Center," she said.
Women's Center
Recently Powell, the first
woman elected Senate pro tern,
was criticized for her vote against
funding the Women's
Coordinating Center.
"I voted against the center
money because I did not feel they
represented the segment of the
campus which voted me into
office. This was mostly greeks
because I was virtually unknown.
I asked the center to go around
and inform the greeks about their
purposes. Then with feedback
from my constituents I might feel
differently about them.
"I got a call today (Tuesday)

Grads Seek Homecoming Head
The Alumni Association is
seeking a student to act as
Homecoming Chairman fox 1971.
Gwinn "Bub" Henry, director
of alumni relations told The Lobo
his group "with the sanction of
the ASUNM will facilitate
Homecoming, both student and
Alumni programs, in its entirety
this fall."
Homecoming has not been on
the Senate budget for the last
three years, but funds for events
are allocated every year in the fall,

butteJ•fieltl jt~ll;elt~J·s
PRE-INVENTORY CLEARANCE

when the organizers submit an
estimate of their needs.
Homecoming has been attacked
in Senate several times by
students who would like to see
the money used for other
purposes.
The Alumni Association, said
Henry, "believes most facets of
student Homecoming desirable
within a totally developed
weekend devoted to a congenial
and happy reunion of student,
faculty and alumni."
Interviews for Homecoming
Chairman and other workers will
be held at the applicant's
convenience in room 200 of the
Union, Deadline for applications
is May 21.
Homecoming is Nov. 6 this
coming fall.

FUN

FUN
NO.W 'r'HROUGH MAY 31

40%0FF

OKIE'S
ALL FRATERNITY
AND SORORITY

JEWELRY

INCLUDING ALL UNM JEWELRY
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lOc BEER
Every yue, 5-6

PM

Pizza Slices 15¢
Dancing Every Nite
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Senate Pro Tern Evaluates Role

Beat the Parking Problem
the Easy \V ay:

Residents Halls Council
offers three
$300 tuitions to be
awarded to students
planning to live in
the resident halls

0
0

Powell.Warks for 'Harmonious Atmosphere'

BOX 668
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90053

Albuq. Transit System 842-7830

Germain Tjark's Organization of American States class was filmed
Thur,sday night by the United States Information Service. It will be
part of a film being made of the UNM Latin American Studies
Department fo;r distribution in South American countries.
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BYU Wins WAC Tracl( 'Title Over Texas El Paso
Lobos Place Third As Roberts Is Only Individual Titlist
Brigham Young University
fought off a University of
Texas-El Paso surge Saturday to
capture the WAC track and field
championships in Arizona.
UTEP favored to take the
championship, had tough br~aks
in the semi-finals Friday as BYU
took advantage of UTEP miscues
to build up a sizable point margin
which didn't look like it could be
overcome by the Miners,
The Miners did, however, come
back Saturday with powerr'ul

BUY A

KEEP THE
GLASS

.Der Wlene1'Schnitul

performances in the running
events, capturing five first place.
ribbons on the final day of
competition.
,
·
UNM Third
UNM finished third in the field
with 64 points, much less than the
100 plus points they were
predicted to grab.
Dave Roberts was the only first
place finisher for the Lobos as the
depth laden Cougars and Miners
dominated the entire meet,
especially in the individual
winners category.
Chuck Steffes, the Lobos
highly touted jump man, could
manage only a fourth in the triple
jump and didn't place in the long
jump as most Lobo performances
were sub-par compared to times,
distances and heights Lobo
trackmen had tabulate.d during
the year.
Roberts ran a 4:08.5 mile to
take the WAC championship in

that event defeating defending
WAC champion Wayne Jensen of
Wyoming, who was" favored to
repeat as the one mile champ this
year.
Rick Mauck, the Lobo hurdler,
who has jelled in the latter part of
the season had a second place
finish in the high hurdles to give
UNM its' second highest
individual finisher of the meet.
Lobo trackmen could only get
one other second place in the
meet in Ingemar Jernberg's 15·6
pole vault. He placed second to
UTEPs Paul Heglar who had a
16·6 vault.
Freshman running star Walter
Henderson ran a 21.7 220 yard
dash for a third place finish in the
event but did not place high in the
100; his best time of the meet was
a 9.8, good for fifth place but
slower than he has run this season.
Fernando Abugattas and
Ingemar Nyman leaped to a

~.StPltt~
know 'that

+

·12()] Central
Lomas

(if)() 1

5810 :.\Ic:nual

rents tuxedos
FIRST & GOlD

fourth and fifth place finish in the
high jump with identifcal leaps of
6-9 far behind Lorenzo Allen of
Arizona, who's 7·1 jump broke
the WAC record of 7-0 set by Ed
Caruthers of U of A in '67.
Ulf Johansson, UNM's premiere
javelin thrower, could only place
fifth in the meet tossing the spear
232·0 feet. The throw was far
behind Mark Murro, winner of the
event with a 258·0 ft. throw.
Johansson defeated Murro earlier
in the year but competition
previous to the WAC
championships is all for naught as

previous wins don't count in the
finals.
The woes of the Lobo track
squad were overshadowed by
what had turned into a dual meet
between UTEP and BYU going
down to the final event, the mile
relay. BYU won the event and the
meet, dethroning the defending
WAC champion as UNM followed
the 162 and 156 scores of the top
two teams with a 64 point total.
Arizona ran up 54 points edging
out ASU for fourth place
followed by Utah 40, Wyoming
30, and Colorado State with one-

1\\fiM\'iliiM1%t,iWl'~%t':I@GWi.iii.Ul@JlJm\t%i?i:Mt&11!$11iW1i'Ji%:©mEE'X:1::n;mt~~lK~B~~KfEtt'tWf@~KN1f2)N

Last Home Game Friday I
~.J

•

The Lobes will play their last
home game of the season Friday
against the .Albuquerque Dodgers
at the Albuquerque Sports
Stadium at 7:45 p.m.
The game is a benefit contest
played yearly between the two
clubs, for the scholarship fund.
The Dodgers have turned over the
entire gross of the receipts to the
fund for the recruitment of Lobo
baseball players .
Since it is a special game Lobo
Coach Bob Leigh said there will
be a charge of 50 cents to
students with Athletic !.D.'s and
$1 for adults.
The game will provide the last
opportunity for many fans to see
the graduating seniors on the
squad. Such players as Jim

Kremmel, Larry Minarsich,
Armando Reyes, Chuey
Armandariz, Ken Johnson,
Wendall Franke, Rick Wicks and
Bob Fafford, will play their last
horne game in a Lobo uniform.
The game will be preceded by
the Athletic Department, Campus
All-Star game which will feature
the establishment, led by Pete
McDavid and the UNM coaching
staff, and a contingent of younger
athletes from campus representing
the stars.
The preliminary clash of
powerhouses will be at 6 p.m. at
the stadium but as of yet no
favorite has been chosen. In a
private poll of Lobo sportswriters
both teams were predicted to lose
ingloriously.

Lobos 3rd in WAC Golf Finals
Harmon W~ins 1 stPlace Medal

Shop
The Good Times
•

I

eWINROCK
eNOB HILL
eDOWNTOWN

UNM's Greg Harmon captured
the WAC individual golf crown
Saturday by posting a 72 hole
total of 213.
Harmon had three consecutive
rounds of golf in which he shot
three 71's of one under par
finishing two strokes in front of
Arizona State's Doug Pool and
Howard Twitty.

BYU, 867.
Colorado State finished last in
the team competition with a 958
score but had, in Steve Harper,
the only golfer to hit a hole in one
in WAC history. Harper singled
the 158-yard 12th using an eight
iron, The hole in one is the first in
the nine year history of the WAC.
Harmon's title is the second
The Lobos finished third in the major crown he l1as won this year,
team competition by posting a having won the International
team total of 872 behind Intercollegiate Invitational Golf
champion Arizona State, 862, and tournament in Scotland at the St.
Andrews golf course earlier.
His performance was not
enough to salvage anything higher
. IMPROVE GRADES
'"
than third for the Lobos in the
Improve Gmdas While Oevouna:
team standings. The Sun Devils
The Same AmDLJnt Or Tfmc To S1ud)'
USE STUDY SOUNDS
and
BYU's Cougars dominated the
lncrtlaae Your Concantr.atlon And ImproVe
Your Compre-hl!t'lGion. Study At A Faster Rate
overall
scoring.
ELECTRONICALLY PRODUCED SOUNDS.
Arizona State placed five men
CAUSE THIS TO HAPPEN
Plen10o Specify
in the top 13 and BYU had four
8 Track iape Cassette-. Ot lP Record
Send CheeJt or Money Order - $9.95 Each
men in the top group.
lnctucle 75c Handling and Poslilge
Sound Concept~. Inc.• 9ox 3852
UNM placed AI Lovato and
CharioUMV11le, va. 22902
Andy Boyd in a tie for lOth place
== -::r·--- ..
in the individualist medalist
category with 219's each.
BYU was favored to take the
tournament and WAC title but
ASU used a strong rally on the
final nine holes to defeat the
highly touted Cougar golf team
which played without the service;
of all-American Ray Leach.
Repair & Maintenance
Harmon's is the first individual
~
on all foreign cars
golf title for a Lobo linkster since
Ralph Coker turned the trick in
1965 shooting a 72 hole total of
210.
323 Wyoming Blvd. NE
The winning score was off last
record breaking 205 by Chip
years
265-5901
Free Estimates
Gariss of BYU.
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STUDY' SOUNDS

In the second game of the twin
bill, the Lobos jumped out to a
4-0 lead on a four-run third inning
to take charge of the scoring for
both teams during the first six
innings, except for one run tallied
by the Wildcats in the sixth. A
four-run inning one frame later by
the Wildcats put them ahead 5·4
but the Lobos stayed close ~ith ~
run in the bottom of the seventh.
After both teams scored two
runs in the ninth inning, and the
score remained tied, the game was
decided in the first extra inning
with another two run effort by
the Wildcats in the tenth. Singles
by Steve Mikulic and Herb
Genung helped Arizona bring
across the two runs.
Faford went 4·6 at the plate for
the Lobos while collecting two
RBI's.
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BICYCLE

PHOTO

RENTALS

POSTERS

Begin June 2nd

Giant 24" x 36" Black
and White Poster of
your Favorite Picture.
Just send your black
and white or color snap·
shot for Speedy One
Week Service.

Three-Speeds

••veah,but
when you pick up
a four-pack
its· heavy.~~

Tandems

$398 eac h

Exercisers

3 posters of same
$10.00
------------·COUPON----------NAME ________________________

Sting-Rays

ADDRESS _____________________________
NUMBER ORDERED _ _ __

-and-

AMT. ENCLOSED----. ;.;

' Four other Lobos shared 12
RBI's evenly in the onslaught.
Freshman Billy Smith had three
hits and as many RBI's, while
seniors Rick Wicks, Bob Faford
and Larry Minarsich all knocked
three runs across, Five of the 14
Wildcat walks came with the bases
loaded,

l

1

X

The UNM baseball team had a
somewhat sluggish weekend, in
two senses as they hosted the
Arizona Wildcats in a three-game
WAC series.
The Lo bos dropped a 6·5
decision to the Wildcats in Friday
night action when eighth inning
triples by Carlos Figueroa and
Rick Wolf came back to back, to
score two runs and subvert a 5·4
Lobo lead. In a day-night double
header Saturday, the Lobos
trounced the Wildcats, 21·4, but
lost the nightcap, 9·7, with a
two-run tenth inning by Arizona.
In the Friday game, the Lobos
did not score in the first inning,
but for the next five managed to
put across at least one run. Hurler
Bill Irwin absorbed the loss after
relieving freshman Ron Adair in
the seventh inning.
Saturday afternoon, the Lobos
picked up 14 walks off Wildcat
pitchers and complemented that
with 15 hits to score their 21
runs. Sophomore Joe Waid
scattered ten hits while going all
· the way for his seventh win of the
year against three losses. Waid also
drove in three runs with three hits
in four official trips to the plate.

I
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Lobos Drop Two To Cats;
Wa.id Pitches Only Win

A weekend in Arizona for
coach Joe Ferguson and his UNM
tennis team was not completely a
holiday.
But, for the Lobos, who were
in Tucson for the WAC tennis title
last Friday and Saturday, nobody
set any records for playing time.
Brigham Young successfully
defended its title, edging Arizona
and Utah by one point each. BYU
scored 17 for the two-day
tourney, while Utah and Arizona
had 16. Arizona State had 15, and
UNM and Wyoming each had 1,
Ferguson's forces made the trip
without the services of teammate
Tim Russell, Lobo sophomore
sensation, who broke his ankle
about a week before the
championship tourney. This
forced the team to revamp their
running order in both singles and
doubles. Russell was 13-3 at the
time of his injury, and was
carrying a good deal of the weight
for the team.
And precisely that fate,
carrying one's own weight, is one
thing that hurt New Mexico badly
this weekend, With the WAC
producing better players than ever
before, New Mexico, as well as
Wyoming, Texas·El Paso and
Colorado State, all young teams,
were faded with swim or sink
situations. New Mexico and
Wyoming swam, not very well,
albeit, but they swam, while
UTEP and CSU did not enter
teams.
The only score for New Mexico
came when Hernando Aguirre and
Dick Maguire combined to take a
doubles victory over the Arizona
twosome of Jim Logan and Paul
Lazzo, 6·4, 7-6.
Sophomore Jim Mitchell
dropped a number one singles
decision to Utah's Steve Krulivitz,
6-2, 7 ·6. Hans Nordstrom of
Arizona State spm sets with Robb
Jones, but finally won, 6·2, 3·6,
9·7. Dwight Howard in the
number three slot lost to Kent
Woodard of Utah. 7·6 and 7·5,
while Maguire in the number four
singles was beaten by doubles foe
Logan, 6-2, 6·3. Mike Wilkinson
of Arizona State eliminated Doug .
MacCurdy, 6·2, 7·6, and number
six singles, Aguirre lost to Geoff
Grange, 6·3, 6·7, 6·3.
Mitchell teamed with French
import Jean Boulle in the number
two doubles, losing to Utah's Bill
Bennion and Robert Schouaers,
6·4, 7-6.

DIAL 247-4347
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N etters Lose;
Co'f!gars Champs

Surreys

5604 MENAUL BLVD., N.E •
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CAMPUS BRIEF§
Ex-Official to Lecture

arrangements and breakfasts will
be at the D. H. Lawrence Ranch
in the mountains above Taos.
0 ne hour credit is offered.
There are no prerequisites and the
class is designed for persons with a
wide variety of backgrounds and
interests, For more information,
contact H. G. Alexander in the
philosophy department.

~ufo
Lopez-Fresquet, who
served 14 months as minister of
finance in the first Cuban
government after the revolution,
will lecture at 8:15 p.m. May 17
in the Kiva.

Ecology Meeting
The Students for
Environmental Action will meet
at 7:30 p.m. May 17 at the
Ecology Infor·ma tion Center,
1417 Central NE. Agenda items
include election of officers and a
discussion of what to do about
Calvin Horn's development in the
Sandias.

Catalog Available
The new University General
Catalog is now available at the
records office information
window, room 102, Scholes Hall
(administration building).
Louise Weishaupt,
administrative assistant in the
records office, estimated only
3800 catalogs had been
distributed by Friday morning.
The books were delayed in
printing by a mechanical
breakdown, but were available last
Monday. It contains 492 pages of
information, including an
expanded list of course offerings.

Philosophy Scholarships
Some financial aid is available
for students wishing to take the
aesthetics workshop, philosophy
429. The course is offered prior to
the regular summer session.
The course starts June 7 in
Taos and finishes on June 11.
Evening meals, sleeping

ADVERTISING

CLASSIFIED
RATES: 7c .Per word, 20 word mini ..
mum ($1.40) per time run. If ad is to
run five or more consecutive days wjth
no changes the rate js reduced to 5c
per word and the mjnimum number o!
words to 10.

TERMS: Payment mast be made in

1)

PERSONALS

GOING TO INDIANA in June? Wanted
-someone to pu1l smaJJ U-Haul or to
share larger truck. Call 299-0165. 5/17
EVERYBODY TALKING AT YOU?
Agora listens. NW corner of Mesa Vista.
277-3013. 5/21
ORTHODOX BAHA'I FIRESIDES. Monday nights 7:30, 521 Spruce S.E., Apt.
315. For information call 242-4839 or
write P.O. Box 737, Albuquerque, 87103.
5/17
RIDE EAST COAST FOR TWO n~doo
first week in June. Will shore driving
and expenses. Call 265-4196. 6/19
RESIDENTS HALLS COUNCIL OFFERS
three $300 tuitions to be awarded to
students planning to live in the Resi·
dence Halls. For information call 277..
5578 or 277-3695. 6/18
NOTICE: ALL CLASSIFIED ADS must
be in by a p.tn. to run the following day.

I

I

2)

•

LOST & FOUND

SERVICES

er/artist.. Reasonable !ee, June, July 1
August sessions. Contact Brnce Childs for
information. 1200 Wilmoore S.E. Tel:

I

I
~

243-3393. 6/17
PASSPORT, NATURALIZATION, application or identification photos, fnst, and
_inexpensive. Near UNM. Either call
265-2444, or come to 1717 Girard N.E,
5/6

4J

FORRENT

FIVE BEDROOMS AND STUDY, ncar
campus, June 10 to August 10, $250/
month ($220 with yardwork), 277-3243
or 247-8967. 5/18
FURNISHED ROOMS FOR RENT. Wo·
men .. students. UNM Summer Session.
Evemng meal provided. 266-2188. 5/21
SUMMER SUBLET-a booroom house near
UNM-265·3212 after 6. 5/17

5)

FORSALE

Ali1PEX CASSETTE STEREO, 5 months
old, $150 new, Also 30 blank tapes,
$100? 277-4576. 5/20
111
mm
RED 1961 CORY Am runs well, good
price, call 842-8572. 5 20
l'ANASONIC MODULAR STEREO SYSwith
AM-lo'M·FM
•rEM.
Complete
stereo multiplex tuner, SoHd state amr}lificr with fet. 4 speed ~urntable- with
cJitlinond needle. 4 speakei'" :~ystcm. Head
phones. Bought 9 months ago for
$24!1.95. Will sell for $160.00. <.Jail 269r.048. 5/17
WJ•:ooJNO GOWN. Elegant, crepe, size
7/8. Veil, Reasonable, Tel: 266-5179.
5/18
TELEFUNkEN SPEAKERS, 9 speake~s
in each cabinet $80, Sony TC-355 tape
rlm:l< $80. New RCA Portable $75, Must
soil. Call Itich 842·8210.
THHJljJ~ NI1W 1!171 stereo consoles eom ..
plete with large delux Gerrard changer ·
and 4-speaker system. $87.50 each or
terms. United Freight Sales, 3920 San
Matoo, open U~to:::9:0:';.4:.:15:.._.,.,,.~_,..,....~
I·'! VB
STf:Rlw amplifiers with AM:
J•'M multi.JII"" tuner and 4·speaker sys!f•m. ·Has in,ut."f, tor tnpc and phono.
~~~~,.~,r; t1t tt•rms. Unit(!d . r~~rciuht Sa.lcs,

7·

i"ri•;.J

Hun

Mnl,~!J, rJJIC!fl

Four $500 scholarships are
available for Bataan veteran's
children based on financial need
for the 1971-72 school year. applicants must be upperclassmen,
New Mexico residents and fulltime students at UNM. The 200th
Bataan Mothers Club of Albuquerque is offering the scholarships.
Applications may be obtained
in room 118 of the Student Aids
Office. Deadline is May 21,
Jlll!lllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!llll:lllliiiiiiii!IIIIIJ:IIIIlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllll!lll!ll

CaUing You
llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllliiiiiiiHilliiiiii!IIIUIII:Jil

campaigner, this week charged
District of Columbia judges were
using "Star Chamber" hearings to
jail criminal suspects under the
law. He said it had been "an
experiment with the civil liberties
of D.C. citizens" and proposed
passage of his own "speedy trial"
bill as an alternative.
Mitchell, in a message to House
Speaker Carl Albert, asked that
pretrial detention be applied in
federal cases where the suspect is
charged with a "dangerous or
organized crime act."
His message defined such acts
as bombing, kidnapping, robbery,
assault, Joan sharking,
racketeering, Rnd illegal sale of
narcotics~

The Philadelphia Zoo has
opened a complex to exhibit
hummingbirds in an annex to its
birdhouse.

CHANGES
Help a kid find success, develop confidence and like himself.
• voluntary
• \Vork with ages 7-1·1
• from 6/'1 to 8j20
• 1-2 Ins. mornings

UNM Tutoring Project
Day 2·1 2-1 05 G

cvcni ngs 255-9239

-

Government Subsidizes Farmers to Help Combat Pot Problem

TOPEKA, Kan. (UPI)-Illicit
harvesters ·may have trouble
finding wild marijuana this
summer in Kansas. They also may
be flirting with airborne
surveillance and possible arrest.
Due to statewide concern and
unwanted national publicity,
several government and citizen
programs are underway to control
the state's infamous crop and-if
need be-catch the harvesters.
About 154 persons were
arrested in Kansas during 1970 for
the sale or possession of
marijuana, according to the
records of the Kansas Bureau of
Investigation (KBI).
The illegal operations of
marijuana harvesters near
Lawrence, Kan., were also
portrayed on a nationally·
televised documentary, which
naturally displeased a number of
state officials.
'Pot Picker' N abbers
Programs to combat marijuana
traffic this summer will range
from the only eradication research
pro gram in the nation at
Manhattan, Kan., to the use of an

airplane by the KBI in its efforts
to nab "pot pickers."
The federal government
recently announced an $85,000
pilot program in 10 states to
subsidize farmers to control wild
marijuana.
The fedet·al program will be
tried in Reno and Marshall
counties in Kansas. Reno,
however, has had a volunteer
eradication program for the past
two years, as have other Kansas
counties.
Otis Griggs, Reno county
agricultural agent, says the county
this summer will again have the
program in operation using Boy
Scouts, church groups, and others
to burn, mow and spray the
gangly, six and seven-foot plants.
Fewer Arrests
He says marijuana arrests in the
county have dropped from 23 in
1969 to none last _year. About
1000 persons were involved in the
program last year.
Griggs says the federal program
is not a new idea, but the funds
may help defray some of the cost.
"It will help spread some of the

cost, so the farmers don't have to
foot a lot ofit," he says.
Many Kansas farmers
voluntarily try to control the wild
growthofmarijuana.
Arnold Loepp, who farms near
Medora, Kan., last year killed off
some wild·growing marijuana with
spray, and he wants to spray again
this summer. "We probably
should have more help from the
county and state," he said.
BestMethod
Loepp says it's tough to control
the plants, and he's found spray
the best method. He says there are
too many places where it's
impossible to mow it because of
trees and bushes.
The marijuana growing in
Kansas and other states is of poor
smoking quality in comparison to
other more potent varieties, but it
still seems to attract illicit
harvesters, many of them from
out of state.
Nearly one-third of the 154
arrests last year were persons from
out of state. The arrests included
persons from 18 states and one
from Canada. About 9000 pounds
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2001 EUBANK NE
OPEN DAlLY 10-9
SATURDAY 10-6

298-8280

7)

MISCELLANEOUS

WANTED TO--::B:-:U:::-Y-::-:-=M-e-n-·s-or-la-d-ie_s_l_o
BPeoo bicycle. Evenings-255·2151. 5/19
LOBO L~T'rLE LEAGUE, needs umpires
for the1r r~gular sch~uJe game3, UNM
area. Season ends July 9. Plea'ie contact
Gil Sanchez after 5 PM, 268·9725, 6/18
WANTED TO RENT furnished houses
and avartmcnts, 1, 2, a and 4 bedroom
from June until Saptcmber for S.a'ndi~
Lahoratory Summer University faculty
employees. Call 264-7424 or 264·2818
Sandia Laboratories, Albuquerque NeW
Mexico,
•

By SANDY McCRAW

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106
RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. Personals
5. For Sale

2. Lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Renl
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Night Raiders
Eaton said there may be
biological predators to marijuana.
One plant suspected of being
toxic to marijuana is the black
walnut and it is being studied.
Despite efforts to control
marijuana at the source, however,
KBI Director Fred Howard plans
to continue his program of air and
ground surveillance during the
summer. Last year the KBI ilsed
an airplane for the first time in
watching for harvesters, and this
summer it will be used again.
Although the airplane curtailed
daytime harvesting, according to
Howard, it gave birth to a new
headache for law officers-night
harvestingr
"We've found that the airplane
has driven the harvesters into the
night, and we're going to have to
use ground units when we can't
use the plane," he says.

Strike Halts Rail Service;
Nixon Asl<.s Congressional
Bacl<.-to-W orl<. Legislation
San. Jacob K. Javits (R-N.Y.)
WASHINGTON (UPI)-13,000
striking signalmen shut down introduced Nixon's proposal in the
virtually all U.S. rail service Senate with the hope that it could
Monday and President Nixon ask- win final Congressional approval
ed Congress for an immediate Monday. But in the House, Chairback-to-work 'order. But Congres- man Harley 0. Staggers (Dsional action appeared unlikely W.Va.) said his Commerce Committee would not consider the
until at least Tuesday morning.
The Brotherhood of Railroad legislation until 10 a.m. EDT
Signalment, demanding higher Tuesday.
Although Staggers did not forepay, struck at 6:01a.m. Washington time on the second day of see any major opposition to the
Nixon's National Transportation proposal, his scheduling meant
Week-immediately jamming up the bill could not be approved and
big-city commuters, causing some sent to the White House for Nixindustrial slowdowns and threat- on's signature until sometime
tening massive disruptions if the Tuesday at the earliest.
"It is essential that our railwalkout continues.
At the Flmida White House at roads continue to operate," the
Key Biscayne, Nixon called for a President said, declaring an exjoint Congressional resolution to tended nationwide strike "would
keep the men on the job until at cause great hardship to all Amerleast July 1 and to reopen the icans and strike a serious blow at
negotiations that broke down the nation's economy."
It was the third time in 13
Sunday after 21 months of hagmonths the Administration had
gling over wages.
asked Congress either to head off
or stop a rail strike. And as in the
other two cases, the. lawmakers
were expected to give quick approval to Nixon's request.
"Incredible"
or twice a week; 14.4 per cent
Labor Secretary James D.
listen three to five times a week; Hodgson told reporters the signaland 15.3 per cent listen every day. men should be willing to settle for
-48.1 per cent pick up a copy the same wage increases recently
of The Lobo four to five times a
accepted by other rail unions 1md
week; 31.5 read it two to four that it was "incredible" that 13,times a week; 14.9 per cent read it
signalmen could force a halt
once a week or less. 49.7 per cent 000
to
the
entire U.S. rail operation.
think The Lobo stril,es a good
When the signalmen, representbalance between news and
political opinion; 26.6 per cent ing about two per cent of the nathink The Lobo concentrates too tion's 600,000 rail workers, set up
much on political opinion; 8.5 per their picket lilles Monday morncent think The Lobo doesn't ing rail service was halted nationconcentrate enough on political wide except for a handful of
opinion and 15.5 per cent have no short-haul lines with no unionized
signalmen and a few trains carryopinion.
ing
perishables, livestock and
Lobo
-43.4 per cent think The Lobo priority items.
Commuters in large metropoldoesn't can-y enough campus
itan
areas in the East were the
news; 42.4 per cent think it
first
to suffer as an estimated
carries the right amount of
655,000
persons were left withcampus news and 5.2 per cent
think it carries too much campus out passenger service across the
nation.
news.
In Pittsburgh, U.S. Steel Corp.
-4 7. 6 per cent think all
said
its "facilities not stocked
parking space should be open to
with
raw materials could be in
anyone; 23.1 per cent think
serious
trouble within 48 hours.
parking should be available to
faculty and staff only in restricted All shipments from our coal mines
areas. 13.6 per cent think that have been stopped."
Priority Needs
assured parking in restricted lots
The
Office
of Emergency Pre~
should be available to anyone who
paredness,
me(!nwhile,
issued a. list
chooses to pay a high annual fee;
and 12.2 per cent have no of priority materials to be moved
(Please
opinion.
... turn to. page 5)

Survey Profiles Student Opinions, Interests

NEW MEXICO LOBO
CLASstFIED ADVERTISING
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YOU NEED A good paying summer
JOb? Scholarship available. Call 268-8168
or after 5 call 268·8943. 5/31
CIMARRONCITA RANCH CAMPS in
need of office help. Must type and take
dictation, but vast experjcnc.c not necessary. Camp dates_ June 10-August 2.
. Call 242·0634 or 242-4454. 2/20
TEACHERS WANTED. S.W. and West.
S.W. TeachJ>r,·' Agency, 1303 Central
N.E. Albuqu,·r•, 1e. Our 25th Year. 5/21
LADIES! Need.~ summer job 1 Meet people VO:hJlc you t::~rn. Work where you live.
For mforrnatiDrc, cam Pat, 5293. li/17

Photo by Everett Robinson

This is a typical scene of the UNM American Indian Art show now
open in the Fine Arts Center museum, lower level. The show is
arranged as a problem in museology for students working at the
Maxwell Museum of Anthropology. It will be displayed through
Aug. 1.

Indian Art Show

EMPLOYMENT

number of he~ e treftments at
different da
~d rates of
application. We
o have a
team working 0 ~iological
controls."

NE\N

Old Town

terms. United Frcjght Sales, 2920 San
Mateo N.E., Open n to 9, 5/10
COMPLETE LINE OF LIGHTWEIGHT
foods for outdoorsmcn-Rich-Moor and
Wilson brands-introductory sale: less
10%. 5/21
1969 HONDA CL-90. Excellent condition.
$215.00. 277-2571,
MUST SELL CHEVY IMPALA 65, fac·
tory air, excellent condition. $875. Call
266-0613:::,·::5:,:11:.:9_ _ _ _ _ _ __
CONVERTIBLE, CLEAN 1966 Comet.
$1000. 242-5226 & 242·1076. 5/19
BRAND NEW YAMAHA 12-string with
hard-shell case. $160.00. 277·2571. 5/17
YW PICKUP DOUBLE CAB, 1962-Phone
256-7105 or see at 1602 Aliso N.E. 6/21
YW SQUAREBACK, "ood condition~
tires, 1969, $1600. Sears 3 speed bicycle
with basket and heavy duty tube, 8
months old-$40-Phone evenings 2089095. 5/17
4 WEEK OLD SAli10YED puppie3 for
sale. AKC registered-reasonable. Call
255-142n. 5/21
GOOD TOWN CRUISING, fast starting,
radio, rubber Rambler, $100. 268-0602.
5/21
1966 VOLKSWAGEN, SEDAN, one owner
car. ExceJJent mechanical condition, new
brakes and shocks. $900.00 or best offer.
Call after 5 PM 255-3937. 5/17
BLUE JEAN BELLS in all sizes. Now at
Lobo Men's Shop, 2120 Centra.! SE.

of marijuana were confiscated.
'Ihe KBI estimates its retail value
wasroughly$2.8million,
Finding an effective way to
controlthegrowthofmarijuanais
the job of Ben Eaton, a member
of· the agronomy department at
Kansas State University in
Manhattan and director of a state
project attempting to find
methods of controlling marijuana
growth.
Summe1· Project
About nine persons,· some of
them students, will be working
this summer with Eaton on the
project, which he says is the only
one in the nation dealing with
control of wild marijuana.
The project will be in full
operation for the first time this
summer, and Eaton says some
preliminary findings could be
forthcoming at the end of t.he
season.
"We'll be trying conventional
methods such as disking, plowing,
and mowing, and we'll be
experimenting with flaming and
fire to control marijuana," he
said. "We also want to try a

~~<If'.:-~

MEXICO

II Alti.J•:Y-SJ'rmsn:u:lwx.:lflfiG". 5/17
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Costume Shop
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Scholarships

WASHINGTON
(UPI)-Attorney General John N.
Mitchell has asked Congress to
pass a bill that would allow the
jailing of persons considered
da:' gerous to the community
without bail for up to 60 days.
Mitchell Friday submitted
legislation to Congress that would
give federal judges the "pretrial
detention" power in federal
crimes such as bombings or
kidnap pings,
The Attorney General argued
the proposed law provides "a
number of strong procedural
protections to safeguard the rights
of defendants."
The propo!lftl is similar to a law
that went into effect in the
District of Columbia Feb. 1. Only
four persons have been reported
held without bail under its
provisions since that time.
Sen. Sam. J. Ervin, (D·N.C.) the
Congress' chief civil rights

Kansas Attempts to Control Wild M~Ji,J!ffJ.na

large delux Ga:rrard changer and separ-

THE ORIGINAL INDUCTIVE WAY.
More confidence than you•ve had in years
in English composition and reading~ 12
years experience. grades 7-14. Tutoring
specialist. 265-0853. 5/21
DRAFI'ING: CURVES, graphs, eleetromcch; ink, pencil or plastic. After 6
and weekmds. Mozer, 268-1258. 5/17
WATER COLOR PAINTING and drawing
N.M. landscape with experienced teach-

I

The UNM Wind Ensemble will
present a concert of music wind
instruments May 17 at 8:15p.m.
in Popejoy Hall,
·
The program contains music of
a varied nature, including three
dance episodes from "Spartacus,"
the George Washington Bridge and
Night Soliloquy by Kent Kennan,
Tickets are available at the
Popejoy box office. Prices are 50
cents for students; $1.50 for the
public.

Monday, May 17
Graduate Art Student Association
art sale; Union Ballroom; all day,
Campus Crusade for Christ.; Union 1
fu]J prior to insertion of advertisement
room 231·0; 1 p.m.
CoUege of Nursing; Union, room
253; 1 p.m.
5) FORSALE
Ski Club; Union, room 231-D; 1:30
1964 TRIUMPH SPITFIRE with three p,m.
tops, recently overhauled, $450, 124
Panhellenic Council; Union .. room
Harvard S.E., Apt. 27. 5/18
231-B; 4 p.m.
1971 SINGER SEWING MACHINES.
Town Club Pledges; Union, room
never been used. (7) fully equipped to 231-D; 6:30 p,m.
zig-zag, make buttonholes, etc. This is a
La Societe du Cinema, "Titicut
first time offer and they will go fast at
$49.95 apiece. We have threadoo them Follics;u Union Theater: 7:30 p.m.
UNM Wind Ensemble; Popejoy Hall;
for your inspection. Unlred Freight
Sales, 3920 San Mateo, open 9 to 9. 3/29 8:15p.m.
SUMMER SHIRTS-many coloroo T-shirts,
sleeveless, and string knits. $1.60 to
$12.00. Lobo Men's' Shop, 2120 Central
SE.
NEW RCA TV Portable $75, Must sell.
Call Rich 842-8210. 5/19
SKI BOOTS SIZE 10, almost new. $50.
Call Charles Hughes, 248-0n95. 5/17
JUST RECEIVED 5 new comPonent systems. These systems have AF-FM multi·
plex tuners with blackout dial and stereo
s..track "Player. Also <:omes comt>lcte with

Found: MEDIUM SIZED crossed Setter
and AjrdaJe--black with white markings
on the chest and chin. Found at Campus
and Monte Vista. Call 255-4670. 5/21
LOST WEDNESDAY MORNING in
Popejoy, small red dog with green eyes.
Please call Barbara, 277-4294. 5/17
FOUND in Hokono Courtyard: High
School Ring, LndiC3. Santiago Uigh,
1969. In itinls B.J, W. Owner may claim
at Journalism Bldg. Rm. 205.
GRAY MALE CAT, part siamese, with
blue eyes-has worn collar-none on
now. 298·3882. 5/19
FOUND: SLIDE RULE, found in Science
Lecture hall. 277-4689. 5/19
LOST: LONG-HAIRED SIAMESE, in
vicinity of UNM, call 277·2955. 5/18

3)

WHERE: Journalism Building, Room
205, afternoons preferably or mail,
Classified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87105

Ensemble Concert

I

Mitchell Asks Legislation
To Imprison Without Bail

NEW MEXICO J,OBO

cent think it has done a fair job
and 25.1 term its performance
poor. 19.0 per cpnt had no
opinion.
-A whopping 68.5 per cent
have never discussed student
affairs with an ASUNM senator,
1 7 . 3 p or cPnt have discussed
things once or twice; 6.9 per cent
say a to 5 timl?s, alld only 5.1 pl?r
cent haw talk<>d with a senator
morP t.han 6 timPs.
-Student government was
considered much too radical by
12.8 per c('nt; a little too liberal
by 21.2 percent, about right by
24.0 per cent, a little too
conservativo by 12.5 per cent, and
30 per cent had no opinion.
Lectures
-Student activities showed a
little more interest. Concerning
speakers such as ~alph Nader and
Carl Hess, 51.6 had attended
lectures, 29.1 had not attended;
and 19.9 had gone twice or more.
A full 75.5 per cent had never
attended Free University
(Amistad), while 3.2 pet· cent
believed ASUNM should fund it;
26.9 per cent believed it should
not be fullded but should be on
campus; 18.4 believed it should be
on campus but should not be
funded; 17.5 per cent thought it
should neither be on campus no

funded; and 27.6 had no opinion.
Sports
-Athletic affairs ran behind
lectures in popularity. For
basketball games, 2 6.2 had
attended one or two games; 19.9
three to five games; 24 per cent
six to nine times; 4.6 per cent 10
or more times and 21.6 had never
attended.
-Homecoming activities were
believed to be an alumni
responsibility by 33.9 per cent;
while 14.7 per cent believed there
should be no Homecoming; 27.3
per cent thought student
government should support the
program and 21.6 per cent had no
opinion.
-At least one student should
be a voting member of the Board
of Regents is the consensus of
67.9 per cent. 11.7 had no
preference~

Library
-63.4 per cent have had
trouble locating a book at
Zimmerman Library. 22.6 per
cent have never checked out a
book; 55.3 check out one a
month or less; 9.8 check out more
than one a week, and 12 per cent
check out one a week.
-4 2. 3 per cent never listen to
KUNM; 26.1 per cent listen once

..

